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Questions to Ask the Oncologist About Any Cancer Diagnosis…
20 essential questions By Melanie Haiken, Caring.com senior editor …Quick Summary…
A cancer diagnosis can be so shocking that it may be hard to know where to begin when talking
to the doctor. It's common to feel completely tongue-tied, wondering if it's okay to even let the
things you're thinking about cross your lips. For example, the first question on your mind may be
"Is it curable?" Well, that's a perfectly reasonable thing to be wondering. The doctor may not be
able to give you a definitive answer, but getting his opinion allows you to begin planning for the
future and start a conversation about what's to come. When accompanying someone to a doctor
appointment, it's a good idea to bring a pen and paper to take notes, or ask the doctor's staff to
provide writing materials. Many people find that no matter how hard they listen during
appointments, the information becomes a blur as soon as they leave the office. (If you have a
tape recorder, you might even want to bring it or another recording device, but ask the doctor if
it's okay to use it before you turn it on.) Start by quickly making a mental list of everything that's
unclear. Don't worry if some of your questions seem obvious -- if you don't know the answer,
that makes a question absolutely worth asking. And if the answer to one question brings another
to mind, ask that as well. You'll find that at each appointment and stage of treatment, more
questions will come up. But here are some to get you started…
Can you be absolutely sure it's cancer? How did you make the diagnosis?
What tests have you run, and what tests are available?
Is this type of cancer rare or relatively common? About how many cases have you seen?
How advanced is the cancer? Has it spread to more than one area?
Why are you recommending this particular treatment?
Are there other treatment options available for this cancer, and what are each pros & cons
Is there any written material about the recommended treatment to take home and read?
What are the goals of this treatment, and what is the success rate?
How long will the treatment last?
What are the risks of this treatment?
What are the side effects of this treatment?
Are there ways to manage the side effects?
How do we know if a side effect is severe enough to warrant calling you?
What do we need to do to prepare for this treatment?
Is there anything that's important to avoid before or during treatment?
Can you tell us what to expect during treatment -- where it occurs, how long does it last?
How do patients typically feel after treatment, both immediately afterward and following?
Is it a good idea to make certain diet or lifestyle changes, and how can friends & family help?
Are there any new treatment options or clinical trials we should be aware of?
What's the best way for us to contact you if we have more questions about the treatments?
PS from FactorReady: We would definitely suggest also asking your Doctor or Oncologists any or all of
the following important questions; (1) Approx. percentage rate of long term cures for the treatment(s)
proposed? (2) Approx. percentage rate of cancer returning (such as after surgery) if any chemo and/or
radiation proposed is rejected? (3) Approx. percentage rate of returns if treatment(s) proposed accepted?
(4) Will treatment(s) proposed kill cancer “Stem” cells (to help eliminate reoccurrences developing from
these type of cancer mother cells). Note: Fortunately they reportedly can be managed with appropriate
nutrition and supplements, as chemo/radiation is said to basically treat symptoms only in most cases
(such as shrinking tumors, etc.). (5) Special Note: Should chemo be called for with any cancer conditions,
inquire about the the "IPT" (Insulin Potentiation Therapy) low-dose type chemotherapy for reportedly
applying any effectiveness wth vastly increased safety factors and greatly reduced negative side effects
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Visit our site, FactorReady.com and review the Health tab article as well as any specific pdf articles under
the Downloads tab. Also, visit sites such as cancertutor.com, thetrurthaboutcancer.com, and
chrisbeatcancer.com, etc., for health tips to help support immune system, lessen side effects, maintain
proper nutrition, and learn of various natural alternatives to possibly utilize or to assist any traditional
steps, etc. Note: The guidance of professional and qualified medical assistance and second opinions is
always recommended for serious health issues. Plus, most of us should at minimum be on a healthy
plant food based diet, and taking a whole food all natural multi-vitamin, along with some fish oil, green
tea, and curcumin. Further suggestions would involve beta gluten and back cumin seeds. Stay Well, Stay
Prepared and Stay Prayed Up!
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